DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

MID-AMERICA YOUTH ORCHESTRA

CAROLANN MARTIN, Conductor
DAVID CHAPMAN, Assistant Conductor

Sunday, May 10, 1987
McGray Recital Hall
7:00 p.m.

PROGRAM

AMERICAN SALUTE ........................................ MORTON GOULD

CONCERTO FOR TWO TRUMPETS (First movement) ........ ANTONIO VIVALDI
ALLEN LATCH AND DAVID CHAPMAN, Trumpets

PASSACAGLIA ................................................. VACLAV NELHYBEL
LING CHAO CHEN, Piano

CONCERTO FOR FLUTE (First movement) .................. LUIGI BOCCHERINI
SHELLY ROUSE, Flute

OUTDOOR OVERTURE ........................................... AARON COPLAND
DAVID CHAPMAN, Conductor

SYMPHONIE CONCERTANTE, K. V. 364 (First movement) ...... W. A. MOZART
KECHING TANG, Violin
CECILY NOEL, Viola

THE WALTZING CAT ......................................... LEROY ANDERSON

MUSICAL HIGHLIGHTS FROM "ANNIE" ......................... CHARLES STROUSE
MID-AMERICA YOUTH ORCHESTRA PERSONNEL

CAROLANN MARTIN, Conductor
DAVID CHAPMAN, Assistant Conductor

VIOLINS
Elizabeth Sorensen, PSU
Tammy Creitz, PSU
Keching Tang, PSU
Kali Pegues, Parsons
Gina Kruger, PSU
Wendy Banahasky, Parsons

SECOND VIOLINS
Cecily Noel, PSU
Katherine Vollen, Pittsburg
Gavin D. Buffington, PSU
Tony Tang, Parsons
Sarah Moore, Joplin, MO
Monica Harris, Parsons
Christy Higginson, Joplin, MO
Cathy Higginson, Joplin, MO
Mary Elliott James, PSU Faculty

VIOLAS
Carl Cook, Pittsburg
Monte Lalli, Pittsburg
Elizabeth Council, PSU
Carolyn O'Brien, PSU
Margaret Myers, Parsons Teacher

CELLOS
Mark Appier, PSU
Jennifer Council, Independence
Monica Finney, Pittsburg
Eunice Finney, Pittsburg

BASSES
Richard Samford, PSU Staff
Tim Anderson, PSU
Cortney Buffington, Pittsburg

FLUTES
Shelly Rouse, Pittsburg
Kim Jackson, Riverton

OBUES
Kris Parcell, Joplin, MO
Julie Cooper, Riverton

CLARINETS
Ann Shepherd, Columbus
Staci Heinrichsmeier, Baxter Springs

BASSOONS
Paul McGinty, PSU
Cheryl Huddleston, Pittsburg

HORNS
Stacey Young, Webb City, MO
Thomas Rouse, Pittsburg
Amy Rouse, Pittsburg

TRUMPETS
Jeff Brown, PSU
Angie Shelton, Parsons
David Chapman, Joplin, MO

TROMBONES
Jaye George, PSU
Todd Van Gorden, Pittsburg
Bill Thomas, PSU

TUBE
Doug Lalli, Pittsburg

PERCUSSION
Derek Sharp, Pittsburg
Mark Powls, Uniontown
Tony Jameson, PSU
David Smith, PSU
Tomoko Aoyama, PSU

KEYBOARD
Ling Chao Chen, PSU